Foster + Partners
Face Visor
Version 2.0

Face Visor 2.0 Overview

Flat-pack reusable visor in two sizes.
Visor, headband, and strap can be cut by flatbed digital cutter, laser cutter or
die-cutting machine.
Face visor can be used with or without foam insert.
Cutting time:
Assembly:		

<30 seconds
<60 seconds

Each visor can be disassembled and cleaned for reuse.

Face Visor 2.0 Components

Visor:			
0.5mm
PETG or equivalent
Headband:		
0.75mm
Polypropylene (PP) or equivalent
Adjustable strap:
1mm		
FDA Approved 60ShA Silicone
Foam Insert:		
5mm		
Closed-cell medium density expanded EPDM
						or equivalent.

This design for a flat pack laser cut visor (the Design) is created and owned by Foster + Partners Limited and is licensed for
non-commercial use under the Creative Commons Attribution-Non Commercial 4.0 International Public License
(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/legalcode#s2b) (“the CCL Terms”).
As set out in Section 5 of the CCL Terms, no representations or warranties of any kind concerning the Design are given.
By downloading and or using the Design files, you:
o accept and agree to the CCL Terms.
o acknowledge that:

this Design has been created by Foster + Partners in response to the global COVID-19 pandemic;

Foster + Partners has no prior expertise in the design and manufacture of Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
and therefore this Design has neither been made by reference to any specific regulations nor subject to any
formal testing regime;

that any user of the Design shall assume all responsibility for developing the design in conformity with regulatory
and testing requirements of any markets it intends to make the visor available in.

Face Visor 2.0 Assembly
*We recommend wearing PPE & gloves for manufacture and assembly*

1.

2.

3.

Visor component comes in two sizes.
Use white silicone for small visors.
Use red silicone for large visors.

4.

Visor can be used with or without the
foam insert.

5.

Push the foam through tabs in the
headband to secure it in place.
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6.

Pinch the tabs on the headband and
insert through the visor.
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50mm
(approx.)

7.
Thread the silicone band as per the
diagram above.

8.

70mm
(approx.)

9.
The strap should be slightly tighter on the
small visor. Do not overtighten.

Face Visor 2.0 Cleaning & Storage

Foster + Partners has not undertaken any testing of cleaning procedures for the face visor whether specifically for COVID-19 or
otherwise. Users should follow their own organisations procedures for cleaning and sterilisation subject to testing the effect of the
chosen cleaning solution and method on one visor first and then thoroughly inspecting the integrity of the visor and its component parts
before adopting the chosen method more widely.
Some information has been made publicly available on how to clean PETG visors on Prusa Research website. Whilst this is in respect of
a 3D printed design, similar cleaning methods may be appropriate for the Foster + Partners visors, subject to testing as stated above.
Due to COVID-19 being a new enveloped virus, the efficacy of the standard decontamination methods are not fully understood at
this stage. However, at present, this existing knowledge offers the best available approach. Please note that Foster + Partners is not
responsible for the content of external websites and it is recommended that you undertake your own due diligence to ensure the face
visors you manufacture or use are safe.

How to clean the face visor
The visor should be fully disassembled prior to cleaning.
Users should follow their own organisations procedures for cleaning and sterilisation subject to testing the effect of the chosen cleaning
solution and method on one visor first and then thoroughly inspecting the integrity of the visor and its component parts before adopting
the chosen method more widely.
WARNING: Before you apply any disinfection solution, we advise testing it first near one edge of the visor and inspecting whether the
solution has caused damage to the surface of the visor.
Hospitals and other medical workplaces may choose to use their professional sterilising equipment to decontaminate the face visors.
Again we advise sterilising a single visor using the chosen method followed by a thorough check for possible damage prior to adopting
this method for cleaning the visors more widely.
Always use appropriate PPE when handling decontamination fluids, chemicals and equipment and follow your organisation’s guidelines
on the same.

How to store the face visor
There is still debate about how long the virus survives on plastic, but most sources say 2-3 days. By letting the packed face visors sit for
2-3 days before distributing them, you’ll greatly reduce risk of transmission. Please do your own research to understand the most
up-to-date information on this issue.
Do not store the entire stock in one place to minimise the risk of cross contamination.
Always sterilise the visors before use.

